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NetStation

Network Digital Video Surveillance Software
NetStation is an advanced digital CCTV Video surveillance
software designed for systems of any complexity and size.
Flexible scalability - per single IP channel - allows precise
system adjustment to meet customer needs. Maximal IP
channel number per server is 128 (4 NetStation_32 applications).
For remote surveillance, the CMS Professional and CMS
Mobile software is provided free of charge.
CMS Professional software is an advanced tool with practically unlimited conﬁguration capabilities, supporting any
number of remote servers and cameras.

youtube.com/Alnetsystems
Key features:
128 IP channels per one server
Unlimited channels in multi-server system
Video Content Analysis support
Advanced motion detection
Bookmarks in recordings
NetStation software conﬁguration:
NetStation 4 + number of additional IP channels
Single channel scalability.
Minimum number of IP channels - 4.
Maximum number of IP channels - 32 in single
NetStation application.

Fast preview in recordings

Example conﬁguration:
NetStation 24
System supports 24 IP channels.
Possibility of installing up to 4 NetStation 32 applications, which results in 128 IP channels support in
total.

Advanced backup
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Digital zoom
Advanced task S.C. scheduler
Multilayer e-maps

Multistream support
Multi-level user account management
POS integration
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CMS Professional

Advanced Powerful Remote Client Software
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The latest version of CMS Professional (Central Monitoring Station) is designed to be compatible with all Video Management Systems design by Alnet Systems - NetStation NetHybrid and
NetHybrid HD.
New CMS Professional software was designed completely from scratch based on nearly 15
years of experience and more than 100,000 installations worldwide. User-Friendly design,
layouts, advanced scheduler and script editor make the CMS Professional look the way you
want, and work the way you need.
CMS Professional is a combination of ease of use with virtually unlimited conﬁguration possibilities. Flexible design
provides freedom for easy adjustment of the conﬁguration for both small and large installations with thousands of
cameras deployed throughout multiple locations. Expanded Scheduler and script editor allow very advanced alarm
and tasks settings and action which helps facilitates extensive surveillance of CCTV installations.
Key features:

Free of charge
Available for WindowsOS / MacOS
Modern design developed with new engine.
Remote monitoring of multiple facilities from a
single location.
Unlimited number of simultaneous server connections.
Unlimited number of supported monitors.
Adding, removing and editing connections on the
ﬂy.
Standard User Mode for easy use. Get connected
within seconds, without sophisticated and time
consuming conﬁguration.
Administrator Mode for complex and detailed
conﬁguration of any single program function.
User-deﬁned arrangement of each part of the
program - changing design on the ﬂy by drag and
drop.
User-deﬁned camera layouts, changed on the ﬂy.
Multi-instance camera view - quickly add many live
and archive views of the same camera to layout.
Support for up to 3 diﬀerent video proﬁles for
each camera.
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Easy and quick PTZ camera control.
Advanced e-map with live camera preview
thumbnails.
Virtual PTZ and advanced digital zoom.
Virtual Panorama - create virtual Panorama view for
IP PTZ cameras.
Advanced Scheduler - create set of tasks to be
performed under variety of diﬀerent conditions.
Running custom programs and macros from within
the Program.
Script Editor - a very powerful tool for advanced
users - allows creating complex scenarios of
program behavior and practically deﬁne the way it
works.
Advanced support for ﬁsheye cameras.
Advanced user account administration.
Watermark export.
Local recording support.
Advanced archive time line.
Backup function.
Automatic bandwidth control.

CMS Web Client allows quick connection from
any computer to your video server from any web
browser.
Full functionality of CMS Professional.
Works with all popular web browsers.
Same user interface as the CMS Professional.
No need to install any additional software on
your client computer.
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CMS Mobile

Client Software For Mobile Devices
CMS Mobile is a full-featured client application designed
to use on the smart phone and tablets. Extremely intuitive interface and enhanced functionality provide an
eﬃcient and fast access to Alnet Systems VMS servers
from anywhere worldwide. Unlimited number of connected servers allows remote monitoring of the most
complex installations from multiple locations.
Optimized digital zoom and PTZ control help ﬁne-tune the
image to the user's requirements. Remote control digital
I/O allow you to control any devices, such as gates or
lights. Advanced bandwidth management provides a very
smooth image even at HD resolutions. CMS Mobile
software is free and available on most mobile platforms.
Complete list of the application functionalities:
Unlimited number of connections to servers
Up to 64 cameras on one screen
PTZ control
Digital control of I / O
Remote access to the archive
Full support for HD cameras
Digital Zoom

Install Free CMS Mobile app on your Smartphone to connect and test our HD demo servers:
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NetAccess

NetStation Add-on Access Control Module
NetAccess is an addition to NetStation/Nethybrid software, dedicated to visual monitoring of access control
systems. Quick access to all events generated by the
access control system allows for the eﬃcient supervision
and detection of discrepancies. A ﬂexible reporting
system enables the administrator to always have the most
current view of the situation on the secured site.
Key features:
Up to 128 doors on one server
Manual steering of doors/gates
Signalling of a door's state
Access to the base of users to be identiﬁed
Analysis of a user's movement
Advanced reports
Alerting to events

NetPos

NetStation Add-on Point-of-sale Module
NetPos is an addition to NetStation/NetHybridHD software
designed to monitor cash registers, which enables a quick
analysis of counter transactions and detection of any
discrepancies. Tying the video image with the receipt allows
for precise analysis of every transaction, which can be
located through a search with any set of given parameters.
Key features:
Up to 128 POS cameras on one server
Scalability: per 1 camera/cash register
Support for RS 232 (Alnet Sniﬀer) and LAN
Registering and displaying data from POS cash registers
Recording image of the transaction with a linked receipt
Support for Microsoft SQL database
Advanced, multi-parameter event search function
Cashiers work reports (eﬃciency, mistakes, etc.)
Products' sales analysis
A database of product images, facilitating identiﬁcation.
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